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Book Summary (back cover) 
Deep in the fir woods of southwestern China, in a small village called Dimen, there live 
women who are masters in many arts at once. Although they’re old and their memories 
are beginning to falter, their songs carry the unwritten history and wisdom of the Kam 
people. Referred to as za in the village, the women weave cloth that’s smooth and 
strong, dye fabric to the richest indigo blue, and spend days folding miniature pleats for 
stiff skirts that cannot be washed or they lose their shape. The za devote every free 
moment to embroidering sleeves, hems, hats, and purses in the bright colors of the 
natural setting that surrounds the village. From dawn to dusk, their days are filled with 
backbreaking labor, but they always have a song on their lips and are quick to laugh. 
Following the centuries-old lifestyle of their ancestors, the za are the living repositories 
of their civilization. Through everyday activities, lessons in craft, folk stories and songs, 
the women weave a patchwork of Kam culture and reveal its hidden treasures. Hear 
their story and learn about their art. 
 
 

Dedication 
This book is a testament to the wisdom, humility, and ingenuity of these astonishing 
women: Wu Mei Tz (*1930), Wu Gai Tian (*1932), Wu Ying Niang (*1941), Wu Huà 
Zhuan (*1941), and Wu Meng Xi (*1950). These women showed me, a stranger, the 
wealth of knowledge traditionally reserved only for their daughters. 
 
 

Preface: Arrival 
“He can drive blindfolded here,” I try to assure my companions who are hopelessly 
trying to hold on to the seats in front of them. A young man that works for the Dimen 
Dong Eco Museum picked us up at the Liping airport this afternoon and is driving us 
to Dimen, a Kam minority village that will be our home for the next month.  

The old van flies from side to side on the narrow winding road. Anastasya looks 
queasy. The driver seems to take pleasure passing slower traffic in blind curves honking 
wildly to let incoming cars know we’re there. I hope I’m right about his driving ability 
and we get to Dimen in one piece.  

We finally leave the main road and get onto a narrow unpaved road wide enough 
for one vehicle to pass. Thick green vegetation opens from time to time and we glimpse 
at luscious green valleys nestled against mountain slopes. The view is breathtaking. After 
about twenty minutes of twists and turns, we pass through an elaborately carved and 
painted gate that marks the village entrance. 

“Welcome to my fairytale, ladies.” I smile at Anastasya and Jennifer. The dusty road 
to Dimen seems to have transported us several centuries back in time. My companions 
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are unceremoniously plastered to the van’s windows as we gather first glimpses of the 
village. Rows of two-storied, weathered wooden houses line the road. From time to 
time, we see a cautious head peep through a doorway to see whom the van is bringing.  

An everyday tale is being told in front of us, undisturbed by our presence. We drive 
slowly because we have to share the road with pedestrians. Women are returning from 
faraway fields, balancing on thin poles heavy loads of firewood and vegetables for 
tonight’s dinner. Not minding the late afternoon heat, they stop to chat with friends. Old 
men are resting in small groups smoking pipes in the shadow near a grocery store. A 
butcher is selling a freshly slaughtered pig on the main square. Little children scream with 
delight when jumping into the river that winds through the village. At the very farthest 
edge of the village, the van comes to a slow stop. Beyond the wooden bridge lies the 
Dimen Dong Cultural Museum, our home for the next four weeks. 

 
 

Chapter 1. Introduction: Heritage That Survived Centuries about to Be Forgotten 
1.1 Broken Thread 
Many centuries ago in southwestern China, Han majority settlers drove the Kam people, 
whom they called Dong, from the fertile plains to the inhospitable mountains of the 
Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau. The Kam sprinkled the mountain slopes with terraces of rice 
paddies, built spacious homes with tall fir timber, and wove sounds of nature into their 
songs.  

Remoteness of their villages ensured isolation from the outside world and the 
“progress” of industrialization. They were self-sufficient in many ways, growing their 
food and producing by hand most of what they needed in terms of clothing, tools, and 
other implements. It was a hard life with famine, illness, and forces of nature taking 
their toll. They relied on each other for help and developed social values that stressed 
collective wellbeing above individual needs. Their centuries-unchanged lifestyle earned 
them a nickname: living fossils of Chinese civilization.  

Dimen village, a home to the Kam minority, hides deep in fir woods about seven 
kilometers from the nearest road. When communications between the Kam of Dimen 
and the outside world opened in the 1980s and 1990s, they were ill prepared. Their 
culture, never written, relied on the younger generation’s willingness to learn from 
elders and conform to traditional gender roles. From mothers, daughters learned to tend 
to the household, livestock, and fields, and take care of their families. In contrast, sons 
plowed fields, made baskets, carved woodwork, and built homes with their fathers. All 
studied their history, traditions, and culture through stories and songs.  

Although this system was well suited for an agrarian society that had not evolved 
for centuries, it could not withstand pressure of its young people seeking more 
profitable living outside the village. Humble in their ways and wishing descendants an 
easier life, elders refrained from asking the young generation to learn traditional skills. 
Without written history and a continued craft tradition, their unique culture was 
suddenly endangered. 
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1.2 Finding the Story’s Thread 
In her 2008 National Geographic article “Village on the Edge of Time,” Amy Tam 
asked, “What is an unwritten Dong song if there is no one left to remember it? How 
many other traditions of Dong life would soon be lost?”1  

Help came from outside the village. It was a foreigner who first realized the value 
of Dimen’s heritage and started taking steps to preserve its culture. Lee Wai Kit, a Hong 
Kong scholar, publisher, and entrepreneur, founded the Dimen Dong Cultural Eco 
Museum in 2004 to serve as a base for researchers to come and participate in study and 
preservation of the Kam indigenous culture. The village itself is a living, ever-evolving 
part of the museum.  

Since then, the museum has helped incorporate Kam language and traditions into 
the local school curriculum. In conjunction with academic partners, it has documented 
local oral traditions and songs, architecture, various crafts and agrarian practices. Its 
staff has trained hundreds of children in Kam songs. The museum’s 100 Dong Songs 
program received the U.S. National Arts and Humanities Youth Program Award in the 
International Spotlight category.  

In 2007, Lee Wai Kit approached my then workplace, the School of Creative Media 
at City University of Hong Kong, and asked our students to help document the cultural 
heritage of the village and its surroundings. This led to the Guizhou Ethnic Minorities: 
Preservation, Archive, Eco-Heritage Conservation Project. Dr. Louisa Wei, a seasoned 
documentary director and writer, joined me at overseeing the project that spanned from 
December 2007 to the fall of 2009. We recorded Kam songs and performances, 
recorded agricultural practices, interviewed shamans, and visited artisans who 
demonstrated their skills. It was a good start, a good introduction to life in Dimen, and 
a step toward preserving Dimen’s heritage.  

During my three visits to Dimen in those years, I noticed that the same elderly 
women, called za in the village, featured throughout our documentaries. They never 
specialized in one trade, as would be common in Western traditions, but were more 
than proficient in many trades. They were master weavers, dyers, seamstresses, 
shoemakers, embroiderers, papermakers, and much more, all at once. These women 
reminded of old Renaissance masters who often excelled in many art disciplines at once. 
Leonardo da Vinci, for example, was a painter, sculptor, musician, scientist, 
mathematician, engineer, and inventor. I saw a sparkle of the same genius in the elderly 
women of Dimen. Without formal education, za carried their people’s centuries of 
knowledge, stories, and songs in their hands. Unlike famous and revered Renaissance 
men, the za were completely unaware of the wealth of their knowledge. While simple in 
their ways, the elderly women were a complex web of interwoven knowledge that linked 
directly to how Kam culture formed and has lasted for centuries. 

As an artist, designer, and educator, I have studied art theory, history, and practice, 
and learned that it is not possible to understand one area without exploring the others. 
If separated from other disciplines, the practice lacked conceptual depth and historical 
backing. Similarly, if one woman demonstrated one step in making an object but 
another showed the next one, an outsider lost precious context of how the process 
came together as well as how it fit with the rest of that woman’s knowledge. After 
realizing this, I decided to study these women in their entirety to understand 

                                                
1 Tan, Amy. “Village on the Edge of Time.” National Geographic 213.5 (2008): 102. 28 June. 2013 
<http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2008/05/china/guizhou/amy-tan-text> 
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relationships among their environment, lifestyle, and their art. I also wanted to see how 
one art form influenced another and whether there were variations in technique from 
one woman to another.  

 
1.3 Tying the Knot 
Studying and later teaching visual arts and design, I observed that a person could not 
master an art technique purely from observation. She has to actually practice and 
produce artwork to gain even basic understanding. The best model for me involved 
study with an accomplished master who could not only demonstrate the process but 
also correct technical deficiencies and troubleshoot when necessary. There were tricks 
to holding tools, bending fingers, folding fabric not apparent unless I tried the process.  

While I watched women artisans of Dimen demonstrate the “juicy,” visually 
appealing but totally incomplete aspects of their trade during demonstrations for the 
Guizhou Ethnic Minorities Project documentaries, I longed to learn details behind their 
work. I suspected that what looked easy in their hands would become clumsy and 
unnatural in anyone else’s. I needed to get my hands on the za’s materials, learn where 
to find them, how to prepare them, and process them to create the sought-after object.  

The Guizhou Ethnic Minorities Project, however, did not focus on applied arts 
alone, and our short five-day stays did not allow for intense inquiry necessary to 
undertake in-depth study of the women’s arts. It became clear I had to come again for 
an extended time either by myself or with a small group of students to apprentice with 
the matriarchs. Besides interviews and observations, I would learn the women’s trades, 
generate actual objects, and independently replicate the entire craft processes. By 
spending time with them, I hoped to connect dots between their various skills to get a 
glimpse at the heritage they carried.  

In 2009, I took a faculty position at the University of the Pacific in Stockton, 
California, and immediately started taking steps to organize another mission to Dimen. 
Working on a much smaller scale than in Hong Kong, I did not have anyone to report 
to, and I could set my own objectives and pace. 

After months of planning and preparation, I came to spend a month in Dimen 
apprenticing with women artisans in the summer of 2010. I brought my multi-talented 
student, Anastasya Uskov. With an insatiably inquisitive mind and quick wit, she became 
my second set of eyes, double-checking all processes and helping to replicate crafts as 
faithfully as possible. Jennifer Little, my colleague who teaches photography at the 
University of the Pacific, also joined that trip.  

Our goals became straightforward: identify several leaders among the women and 
do as they did; study everything related to the process of each craft from finding 
necessary plants and materials to learning how to maintain the finished product; 
independently replicate the work to ensure accuracy of observations; to see a person 
behind the trade as a repository of collective Kam knowledge with more to give than a 
step-by-step methodology of a craft; and last, to find connections between various art 
forms and identify how culture is formed Kam style.  

 We first approached three women whom I had known from previous trips. They, 
in turn, introduced us to lifelong friends who were as unique and talented. We 
shadowed five women, asked them many questions and interviewed their families and 
friends. We followed them to remote fields and helped tend their rice paddies and 
vegetable gardens. Sometimes we cooked meals with and for them. We even traveled to 
the nearby town of Liping where grandchildren-sitting duties took one of them. The 
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women invited us to cotton spinning sessions with friends, to parties, festivals, and 
family gatherings, as well.  

The women at first assumed we wanted to film them as other teams had in the 
past. They sat down to show us highlights of their craft. Imagine their surprise when I 
took down my camera and asked if I could try. A smile lingered on their lips when they 
humored my silly request. They were as patient as I was clumsy. They indulged my 
questions and patiently demonstrated techniques until I was confident I knew what I 
was doing. Anastasya recorded the process, and then, we switched places. This method 
repeated itself during our stay. We then went on replicating the entire process on our 
own to see whether we achieved the same results as the za. After some failures and 
more questions to which we needed answers, we managed.  

At the end of our stay, we completed the papermaking process, learned to make 
flower belts on back strap looms, embroider garments, spin cotton thread, and weave 
on a treadle-operated horizontal loom. We extracted concentrated indigo dye from plant 
leaves and prepared a dye bath when it was time to leave the village.  

I returned for a second apprenticeship in the summer of 2011, this time for three 
weeks. Anastasya Uskova again accompanied me along with Joanne Kwan, another 
graphic design student at the University of the Pacific. My former colleague from City 
University of Hong Kong who led many field trips to Dimen in the past and a former 
news reporter with a passion for finding the truth, Dong Ran came along to interpret 
from English to Mandarin. She doubled as a videographer and her previous connections 
in Dimen proved very useful in making new acquaintances and getting things done.  

Dong Ran and I worked with the Dimen women this time around since my two 
students had projects of their own to fulfill. We made a new indigo bath, and I learned 
to dye cloth in it and treat the fabric to make it stiff and black. I made a pleated skirt 
and sewed a complete woman’s everyday attire with the za’s help, consequently 
completing all tasks I planned for the project.  

Even though I lack experience and can never match the level of craftsmanship of 
women masters, I can recreate many of their unique processes—from finding necessary 
ingredients in the mountains (or buying them in the store)—to producing a finished 
product. I know how to weave, dye cloth, pleat skirts, and sew clothes. I can create 
colorful flower belts and complex embroideries to decorate garments. And I know how 
to protect these precious artifacts in bundles of handmade paper I made myself. Even 
though I cannot speak Kam nor can I sing, I have taken the tales of Dimen’s past, and I 
am passing them on to those who read this. They will then become bearers of Kam 
culture and traditions. 

 
1.4 Weaving the Tale 
Throughout the book, the five za’s come to give lessons and then return to tending 
fields and other duties. Each visit reveals steps necessary in learning a specific craft 
process beginning with material acquisition and ending with a finished product. I have 
kept the accounts as alive as the original encounters. Their voices ring through and are 
true to their tone and gestures. All conversations went through two interpreters — from 
Kam to Mandarin Chinese and then to English, and vice versa — so what you read is 
through that filter.  

Since I didn’t want interviews to feel like interrogations, I often let interpreters ask 
the follow-up questions at their own pace so it became a meaningful conversation, while 
I listened without a clue to what they were saying. After a while, they summarized what 
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was discussed, and I diligently recorded it. While the words might not be precisely the 
za’s, at all times, message and tone are.  

While learning a craft, we also learned about the culture and morality embedded in 
their conversation. The women are the embodiment and keepers of their culture, and it 
reflects in all they do. Seemingly unrelated events bubbled through, revealing details of 
the Kam way of thinking and doing.  

Although stories unfold in an exotic and rugged location, one feels right at home 
with the za. Their caring expressions of friendship and love are no different from those 
one knows from home. They scold—and spoil—grandchildren the same way so many 
grandmothers do. They like to gossip like everyone else.  

They are real women molded by their time. Wu Gai Tian has the spirit of a 
merchant, able to sell everything that no one needs and make the person feel good 
about it. Wu Hua Zhuan is as bossy as a general, driving all interpreters crazy because 
everything has to go her way. The oldest Wu Mei Tz can count up to five and when she 
means a lot, she says five. Like spice, their diverse personalities pepper stories and give 
context to their art.  

Their lives are simple and unobstructed by modern clutter. The za have little but 
lack nothing. They work from sunup to sundown but never complain. There’s hardly a 
task beyond the women’s reach. They gurgle with happiness, not because they’re 
unaware of circumstances, but because they’re content with life as it is. We learned 
about social values, family relationships, childrearing and education, farming, cooking, 
and even environmental and social sustainability. Through stories, songs, and personal 
example, the za weave the centuries-old Kam culture in front of our eyes.  
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Chapter 10: Papermaking 
 
10.0 Origin of Paper 
It is said that in 105 A.D. Ts’ai Lun, who lived in the Eastern Han Empire, broke off a 
mulberry tree’s bark, pounded it into a sheet, and so made the first paper2. This carefully 
guarded secret somehow made it to the secluded Kam who have passed it down from 
generation to generation in a barely modified form. Every woman learned to make 
paper in her childhood and throughout her life made many sheets to store valuables like 
clothing. Some sheets would be used for sorcery, however. 
 
10.1 Paper Magic 

Coarse fibers run through tan-colored Kam paper like veins on the old shaman’s 
hands. Master Wu is cutting magic figures from paper we brought to him. Women 
usually do so to block some sort of evil from harming their families. They collect paper 
bark and make paper themselves but trust the shaman with creating the right fetish 
from it.  

A row of stiff horses emerges from under green-handled scissors first. Master Wu 
explains that a paper horse is used to worship ancestors, to put on their graves. I 
remember seeing a beautiful horse glued to a gravestone of a mother who died some 
time ago. I assumed it was a child remembering his mother in a tender way at that time. 

Five other patterns are in the shaman’s repertoire: a latticed rectangle to bring 
better fate called “building a bridge” that is hung on a bridge as the name suggests, a 
circle to put on a sick person’s headboard to heal them, a chandelier-like form to guard 
the door from gossiping neighbors, another one for ancestors, and the last one for the 
gods. 
 
10.2 Removing the Mulberry Tree Bark 
It’s the second day of having an interpreter so we can communicate with people. We go 
to visit Wu Gai Tian, whom I had met during earlier trips, and want to see if we can 
apprentice with her. She is well regarded for dyeing fabric, and her paper does not have 
any additives that others use. Her sixty-eight-year-old friend Wu Huan Can, who lives 
nearby, is visiting her at that time.  

Wu Huan Can is holding four bundles of dry bark in her arms, all white and stiff.  
“This is to make paper,” she explains. “This is enough to make four pieces.”  
She crosses the unpaved road next to Wu Gai Tian’s house and descends a few steps 

down to the river. She throws the bark into the water and weights it down with stones. 
“Soak the bark in running water for two days first,” Wu Huan Can tells us when we 

all come back to the cool shade of Wu Gai Tian’s house. “There is only one kind of 
paper we make, and it has not changed since I was born. I make it partly for sale to our 
community and some to tourists and then use some for storage and sacrifice. Once a 
year, we use paper as sacrifice on graves.”  

We spend a few hours talking with both women, and they agree to start us off by 
showing us how to strip paper mulberry tree bark. They invite us back that evening.  

                                                
2 Joseph Needham writes: “In ancient times writings and inscriptions were generally made on tablets of bamboo or on pieces of silk called chih. 
But silk being costly and bamboo heavy, they were not convenient to use. Tshai Lun [Cai Lun] then initiated the idea of making paper from the 
bark of trees, remnants of hemp, rags of cloth, and fishing nets. He submitted the process to the emperor in the first year of Yuan-Hsing [+105] 
and received praise for his ability. From this time, paper has been in use everywhere and is universally called ‘the paper of Marquis Tshai’.” Tsien, 
Tsuen-Hsuin; Needham, Joseph (1985). Science and Civilization in China: Volume 5, Part 1. Cambridge University Press. ISBN 0-521-08690-6 p.40 
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Our first lesson starts festively followed by a delicious dinner. Wu Gai Tian’s third 
son brings fresh vegetables, probably from family fields and a large catfish that he 
caught today for dinner. We help cut green peppers with a dull cleaver leaving spicy 
seeds in while we wait for Wu Huan Can to bring the mulberry branches. Our 
interpreter Ivy has easily fit into our ranks and is helping in the kitchen with us.  

Wu Huan Can brings about ten one-centimeter-thick, one-meter-long leafless sticks 
of the Chinese mulberry tree. They are not mature yet since it is only July and they are 
harvested in April. The women carefully peel bark off branches all at once by pulling at 
a small piece that they separate using a dull sickle. Then, they peel off two outer layers, 
brown and green, with sickles leaving only deepest white under-layer. It looks easy but 
we struggle to emulate them, and we keep cutting through the bark without actually 
peeling anything.  

Anastasya observes that they move the sickle in two-centimeter long strokes at an 
angle, slicing but not cutting the bark. It is much easier once we know that. We gently 
push at the sickle as we move it forward at an angle, and we separate the two layers 
relatively well.  

When we’re done, Wu Gai Tian gathers leftover sticks and fixes her fence with 
them. She throws the outer layer of bark into the garbage to burn later. We thank our 
hosts for the lesson and ask whether they would not mind showing us where the plant 
grows since we wish to learn the entire process.  

“It is too far and too hot for you. We do not mind bringing more for you.” The 
women get visibly uncomfortable so we decide not to push them. We will find an 
opportunity to search for the plants later. 

We still have time to help finish our dinner. We help cut eggplant and chat with Wu 
Gai Tian’s son while he is preparing the main dish. He tells us the story of nearby Tang 
Gung temple that he heard from his mother: 

 
The emperor of China once came to Guizhou and wanted to visit Dimen. 
When he was getting close, he asked someone where Dimen was. That 
person lied and told him he would wear out nine pairs of shoes before 
arriving to Dimen. The emperor, therefore, turned around and went back 
home. Many years later, the emperor died and his spirit finally traveled to 
Dimen and found out it was indeed very close. He visited the Dimen 
people in their dreams and told them to build a temple. He then 
transformed into a dragon and lived in the temple. Ever since then, this 
dragon protects Dimen. Once the mountain people wanted to attack 
Dimen and kill its people. All the neighboring villages fell and were killed. 
The Dimen people heard of the killers coming, and they hid indoors 
shaking with fear. However, when the mountain people tried to attack 
Dimen, they saw thousands of soldiers and ran away. The dragon 
protected Dimen by sending his otherworld army. 
 
We eat in the main area that opens out into the street. Two half-circle low tables 

are joined together and a big steaming wok is placed in the middle. We are having a 
catfish hot pot, which, as the name suggests, is catfish in a soup made of fresh peppers, 
preserved fish, tomatoes, rice wine, salt, and ever-present pepper sauce. Anastasya 
claims it’s the best catfish she has eaten. We sit together with Wu Gai Tian’s and Wu 
Huan Can’s families on low stools around the pot holding a simple bowl of rice in one 
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hand and chopsticks in the other. Children run outside and peek in through the open 
doorway. Dozens of moths and mosquitoes fall all around us, wings burned by the bare 
light bulb hanging above us. It was a surreal experience. 
 
10.3 Finding and Harvesting the Mulberry Tree 
The Chinese mulberry tree, otherwise known as Morus australis in Latin, grows wild all 
around Dimen. A person just needs to know where to find it. The trouble is every 
woman carefully guards her secret harvest place so that someone does not raid it and 
force her to search for a new place. After a delightful lunch full of singing, teasing, and 
camaraderie at Wu Yin Niang’s place, we ask our teachers to show us the plant.  

 They talk together for a while; Wu Hua Zhuan’s voice is the loudest and most 
commanding. They agree to take us there immediately. Our camera batteries are about 
to die, and we are out of memory space so we beg them to let us go back to our rooms 
and come back with fresh supplies.  

 When we come back, all seven women we had lunch with are there. Everyone 
wants to be present to show us the treasure. Some carry umbrellas since the sun is 
scorching hot. Our interpreters and we arm ourselves with hats, umbrellas, and plenty 
of water and snacks in backpacks. We are ready for a long trip to the mountains.  

We head out of the village, and the women stop before the last houses have 
disappeared. They point at a large bush. That’s it! Well, we slightly over-prepared for the 
journey this time.  

The mulberry grows just above the main road on a steep slope so it’s no secret to 
anybody. There are about twenty-five two-meter long shoots of about 1 centimeter in 
thickness growing on a stony outcropping. They form a sphere so I mistook them for a 
bush, but they will look more like trees when mature.  

One of the women climbs above the outcropping precariously balancing a sickle in 
one hand and swiftly chops off one branch. She then quickly comes down without ever 
looking. Before we can examine the branch, she chops off all its leaves and takes to 
removing its bark in one long piece. Without missing a beat, she removes the top layer 
and only then deems it appropriate for us to examine her work. She left a few leaves at 
the very top of the branch intact. 

Wu Hua Zhua gets hold of the branch and holds it in both hands in front of her. 
“There are male and female trees but both are good for making paper,” she says waving 
the branch to emphasize her point.  

We carefully observe the mulberry leaf. It is very jagged and quite different from 
leaves I’ve seen before in Europe and the United States. Now we know how to identify 
the tree, but we still need to find it in the wild. This starts us on a long quest. Anastasya 
inserts one leaf into her journal so that we can compare possible candidates. It will take 
several long trips to the mountains, most of which are unsuccessful to find at least a few 
branches. 

“There, I can see it,” I shout at Anastasya as we climb above the museum.  
“No, the leaves are actually quite different, Marie,” Anastasya glances up to where I 

am pointing. This repeats many times through our trip. I take a lot of photographs of 
beautiful red-colored clay formations, red rocks striped with black veins. We dig out 
some clay to use later for possibly coloring the paper with a sickle that Anastasya 
bought in a local store and that became inseparable from her for the rest of our stay. 
We see breathtaking views of the village but absolutely no mulberry trees.  
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The next expedition yields a neon-blue bee, several stunning beetles and spiders, 
and a banged up ankle for Anastasya. When we think we’re in the midst of wilderness, 
we meet two men carrying some sort of engine on a long pole between them: a weird 
sight among pristine nature.  

The third time we find several giant butterflies, a bright-green grasshopper, and a 
lizard, all of which Anastasya insists on holding. We see two butterflies mating and 
flying together in perfect synchrony. When we get back to the bridge that leads to the 
museum, Anastasya’s sharp eyes identify a few saplings of mulberry tree among wild 
vegetation growing on a steep riverbank. She climbs down and starts chopping at 
branches but almost falls into the river at one point. I drop my camera and help her out. 
We don’t even have enough bark for one sheet of paper I estimate, but at least we have 
something. 

The fourth time we are fairly successful. We first meet adorable puppies, and 
Anastasya kisses one of them. More important, we find a few more mulberry shoots 
fairly close to some houses and cut them down.  

Finally, Anastasya, probably tired by my never-ending pointing at wrong plants, 
ventures on her own and finds someone’s mulberry tree haven. She says there were a lot 
of stumps as well as new saplings there. She brings some with her but leaves most since 
someone probably depends on its supply. We still don’t have enough, so we cut a few 
branches off trees that our mentors showed us earlier.  

We get on with removing bark similar to what we have tried earlier. We can’t take it 
off in one piece, and we are much slower at removing the top layer. Yet, we get faster 
with practice and eventually have a bundle big enough for about one piece of paper. It 
needs to dry out now. 

  
10.4 Endless Mashing of Paper Bark for One Piece of Paper 
Whenever we come to visit Wu Mei Tz, the eighty-year-old artisan, she is always doing 
something. This morning, there’s water boiling in an old iron pan that sits precariously 
on wood shavings outside her workshop. A cover is floating in the middle of a dark 
chunky liquid.  

The old woman patiently waits for us to set up equipment and when we’re ready, 
she goes quietly about her business. She first brings a heavy bucket from her workshop. 
There are two bunches of bark submerged in it. She had them submerged in the river 
stream for three days to soften up. She places bark into the pan, adds double fists of old 
ash three times and the same amount of alkali. We later learn that Wu Gai Tian, the 
blue-eyed elder, adds much more ash and no alkali so the ash quantity is not very 
essential.  

“The alkali makes the paper whiter,” she answers my quizzical look while mixing 
with a bamboo stick. “I get it in the store. We used to get it in Liping before.” 

She brings half-burned wooden planks from indoors and sticks them under the pan 
to give the fire more strength. She places a cover in the middle of the pan and stretches 
her back. 

“It will be done at around eleven,” she says. That translates to about two and half 
hours of waiting. The old woman surprises us, though, and fishes out an already boiled 
bunch of paper from somewhere. She does not even notice our surprised faces. She 
must have risen early and boiled it before we came. 
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She takes it down to the river to wash ashes and chalk from it. As she stands on flat 

stones on the water edge, water washes over her bright blue plastic shoes. We try to 
keep our leather shoes dry balancing precariously on stones behind her. There’s a man 
washing a dead chicken carcass just above her. He takes scissors and cuts the chicken 
open pulling out its guts and washing them.  

Wu Mei Tz places the bark in a shallow wicker basket that looks a little like a giant 
scoop. She submerges the basket and strokes the bark with her fingers to loosen up the 
impurities. She is taking her time, combing through fibers with her bony fingers. She 
stops, pulls a stubborn piece of coal out, and continues washing.  

When she deems her task complete, she carries the bark up and sets it aside in an 
old gourd scoop. She wets a flat piece of stone and then before we know it, she swiftly 
climbs up a slope above her house and starts pulling on some vine-like plant. Leon Ren, 
the Museum Director says it's related to the kiwi. Later, we find it's named Actinidia 
chinensis, or Chinese gooseberry. It grows throughout the Southeast China and has 
delicious, walnut-sized fruit. Its bark is used throughout China to make paper. 

With one swift move, Wu Mei Tz removes heart-shaped leaves from the stem. As 
leaves fall to the ground, she folds the stem into a foot-long bundle. She gets another 
two vines and repeats the process until folded stems fill her hand. She then comes back 
and folds herself like a pocketknife by the flat stone that she wetted earlier. With bony 
knees by her chin, she mashes vines with the dull side of her sickle in rhythmic strokes 
one-third inch apart. I motion to her to let me try. There’s nothing to it. Anastasya gets 
to mash as well. She then swoops the stems into a bucket with a gallon of water and 
mixes it with a stick. The gluey water is ready. 

It is time to process the boiled bark now. Wu Mei Tz beats the bark mixture with a 
smooth round club. She starts on the right and continues to the left spreading pulp on 
the stone in a thin layer. After a while, she folds it over like dough and continues 
beating it. She stops now and then to take pieces of coal and other impurities out. It’s 
our turn to try. The club is pretty heavy, and my upper arm and shoulder soon 
complain. I’m glad Anastasya is here to take my place. She observes that the trick is to 
relax the arm and let the weight of the club do the work. The elderly woman takes over 
and finishes the batch.  

“Marie, look what granny made for us,” Anastasya bubbles with excitement as we 
take a short break. She is pointing at five perfect tetrahedrons wrapped in banana leafs. 
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I have seen something similar in Hong Kong before. There’s usually sticky rice with 
some meat inside the leaf. It has to be a special treat here made during festivals and 
holidays. Today is a military holiday, so villagers kill bulls and eat these delicious rice 
treats. 

 “Sorry these are so plain,” Wu Mei Tz comes by. “I did not have anything to put 
inside.” Anastasya and I eagerly unwrap the treats and stuff them in our mouths because 
our stomachs are rumbling. They are tasty. We smile at the granny, and she smiles back. 
She can see we like her gift. I carefully rewrap what's left of mine and save it for later.  

Wu Mei Tz has finished beating the second bark bundle to pulp in the meantime. I 
touch it, and it is very soft and almost feels like dough, just a little bit rougher. She puts 
both bundles into a bucket with two gallons of water and stirs it.  

Going back to the gluey water bucket, she squeezes the vines with both hands to 
get more glue out and places them back in the water. She takes the basket she used for 
washing the bark and pours the now gluey mixture into the bucket with pulp. It’s so 
viscous it barely trickles through the primitive colander. She adds more water, squeezes 
the vines, and repeats the process. Now the two-and-half gallon bucket is quite full. She 
holds the stick at an angle when stirring the mixture to blend it thoroughly without 
spilling it out. She tests the consistency with her hand, and I do likewise. It’s smooth 
and viscous, but it should be easy to pour.  

Without pausing, Wu Mei Tz fetches two large screens from the attic above her 
workshop. They are made of four smooth interlocking three-foot long, two-inch wide 
planks with a mesh stretched on one side. Each has a twelve-inch rope loop at the top. 
She hands them down to Wu Yu Ping, our Kam interpreter and Anastasya. 

The older woman carries the first screen to the river and gets it thoroughly wet 
using the gourd scoop to pour water on top of it. Wu Yu Ping wets the other one. She 
hangs her screen on a long wire hook that perfectly blends into the vines that grow 
around branches tied at the top to form a tripod.  

The paper mixture bucket is right where she needs it; she doesn’t have to move it at 
all. Holding the screen at a slight angle with her left hand, she fills her gourd scoop with 
paper water and pours it at the bottom edge of the paper. Using both hands, she gently 
lifts one side of the screen and lets the mixture fill two adjoining sides before allowing it 
to reach the middle. The extra water drips though the screen leaving glue and pulp. She 
continues moving the screen until all water is gone. She repeats the process but fills the 
other two sides first.  

“Make the edge a little thicker,” the granny suggests without lifting her gaze from 
the screen. “The paper is easier to take down from the screen after it dries.” She picks 
out a piece of bark that she deems too large and throws it out. When she is about 
halfway down the bucket, the old woman stops and takes the screen and props it against 
a drying rack on the sun. 

Now, it’s our turn to learn. The grandmother holds my hand as I pour. She gently 
helps turn the screen until I get hang of it, and then I’m on my own. The screen hangs 
very low so it isn’t very comfortable for my back. Anastasya, who is much taller than 
me, decides to kneel when it’s her turn. We continue placing layer after layer of the pulp 
substance as equally as we can until the bucket is empty. Anastasya carries the paper to 
the sun, and we’re finished. We have made our first paper.  
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10.5 Different Processes, Same Results 
Anastasya and I received another lesson in papermaking toward the end of our stay 
from Wu Gai Tian and Wu Zhua Zhuan, learning more tricks and finding out slightly 
different ways of making paper.  

Wu Gai Tian’s husband made a new paper screen out of wood for the occasion and 
stretched a bright pink screen on it. Anastasya observed that it was likely meant to serve 
as a curtain but the Kam, able to adopt and reuse many modern-day goods to their 
traditional ends, found it as suitable as their hand-woven screens. 

By this time in the trip, the women understood I wanted to do as much by myself 
as possible so they sent me to fetch the bark that was soaking in the river for two days. I 
found an armful of white bark weighted down by a stone and took it up. I started 
wearing plastic sandals similar to what the women wore so I could easily go in and out 
of water without worrying about getting my fancy all-weather Keens wet.  

Wu Gai Tian takes us to her kitchen and puts the paper bark into a rusty wok. I 
hope it isn’t the same one we ate the catfish hotpot from. She then puts five scoops of 
ash from her fireplace on top. There are five bundles of bark, one of which is Anastasya’s 
and mine. You can easily tell which is ours since we didn’t have enough time to dry it, 
and it’s still a little green. Wu Gai Tian then adds water and lights the fire in the stove 
below. Unlike Wu Mei Tz and many other women, she does not add alkali in keeping 
with the very original formula, which makes her paper almost khaki in color. 

While the bark is cooking, Wu Hua Zhuan takes us to fetch gooseberry vine used 
to make glue that’s added to the paper. I first suspect she wants to make sure we get 
enough exercise in the day since she leads us out of the village. Wu Mei Tz got her vine 
just above her workshop when she was giving us her lesson. The sun is merciless this 
afternoon, and there’s no shade to provide the slightest relief in the fields. I then realize 
Wu Hua Zhuan is walking us to her closest field, and this is where she gets her vine. She 
doesn’t think it’s any distance and is used to working the fields at this hour so she 
doesn’t mind the walk and heat. We come back with a small bundle of the vine stems, 
about the same size used by Wu Mei Tz but for a much larger amount of paper. 

When the bark is cooked, Wu Gai Tian and I wash it in the river, and everyone 
helps with mashing it on some large flat stones at the back with heavy clubs. Our 
interpreter Kelseay went back to the museum to rest, but that does not stop Wu Hua 
Zhuan from having a talk with us. She moves closer and slowly but clearly shouts into 
my face. Maybe that will help me understand. Unfortunately, I’m clueless. We both  
shrug it off with a smile and continue mashing. I later find out from our video recording 
that she was saying, “I don’t speak your language, and you don’t speak mine.” Not the 
life and death advice I was expecting. 

We mash the vines that we collected earlier with a sickle and suspend them in a 
bucket of water. The water feels definitely gluey when I put my hand in. As with indigo 
dye liquid, Wu Gai Tian stirs clockwise with short, fast circular movements so as not to 
bring bad luck and disrupt the paper’s qualities.  

Wu Gai Tian then mixes the final paper water formula: one bucket of water, one 
paper bark bundle and about a fourth of the glue. She takes a large ten-liter bucket and 
drops in one of the paper bark bundles the size of a fifteen-centimeter ball. She again 
stirs in a clockwise direction without spilling a drop. I, on the other hand, make quite a 
mess until I get hang of short and fast strokes. Wu Gai Tian then brings a small  
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strainer and lays it over a basket that her husband made. She pours glue water through 
the strainer, catching all impurities in it. She stirs again and is ready to move on to 
actually making paper. 

Anastasya, having made paper before with Wu Mei Tz, easily understands Wu Gai 
Tian’s gestures and carries the newest screen to the river and dunks it in the water. 
There’s a hook on a tree right in the middle of the road by the river. Wu Gai Tian hangs 
the screen on it, holds it at an angle and then pours paper liquid with her scoop made of 
a gourd half on the bottom edge of the screen. Gently lifting it up, she directs viscous 
liquid toward the middle and then lets it run around the edges. I try it, but I'm 
reprimanded immediately.  

“Hold the gourd by its side, not the end,” Wu Gai Tian seems to be saying. I then 
proceed, and she seems to approve of my technique and goes to mash more paper 
fibers. I’m not to be left alone, though. Wu Hua Zhuan seizes the opportunity of my 
being left unattended and corrects my technique. Through gestures and well-intentioned 
but loud words, she directs me to pour the liquid toward the top of the screen and then 
slowly swoosh around the edges before going to the middle. While Anastasya goes to 
rest, Kelseay comes back from her break so I can communicate more effectively with 
the women. 

“The edges need to be thick,” she gestures. “It’s much easier to remove the sheet 
once it dries. The fibers will slide down if the middle is too thick.” She guides my hands 
over and over again until she’s sure I got her message. By this time, we have poured 
most of the bucket’s contents on the screen, and she stops me to demonstrate one last 
trick. She pours some gluey water on top of the paper pulp we just layered on the 
screen, giving it a slightly smoother surface.  

Wu Hua Zhuan then carries the screen to Wu Gai Tian’s front yard and props it at 
an angle to dry. Without pausing, she prepares another batch of paper water and adds 
the leftovers to it. I go to check on mashing in the backyard and find eighty-year-old 
Wu Mei Tz wielding the heavy mallet and relentlessly pounding the paper fibers. 

I keep slowly layering fibers on the screen until I finish the sheet, and then I bring 
it to dry with the other screen. The process repeats until there are five screens drying in 
the sun. My back feels as if it’s made of wood, and I can hardly lift my hands. It has 
taken three masters and Anastasya and me most of the day to make five sheets of 
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exquisite Kam paper. Although we knew the technique already from Wu Mei Tz, we 
picked up details that weren’t obvious during our first lesson.  

 
10.6 Nifty Little Purses to Store Her Treasures 
We met Wu Yin Niang, Wu Meng Xi’s older sister, only yesterday, but when we drop by 
her house, she promptly invites us in to show her house. As we enter one bedroom, I 
notice several beautifully decorated books lying on a bed. They are actually storage 
purses made of Kam paper. I immediately want to know all about them. 

“These are to store little goodies like embroideries and sewing. I make them,” she 
proudly declares as she shows us contents of one of the purses. She has needles and 
half-embroidered pieces scattered through the various pockets in it. I count eleven 
pockets of various sizes ingeniously fitting into one another. The purse folds flat with a 
cover made of blue indigo cloth and a tie to secure contents.  

Wu Yin Niang offers to teach us how to make a purse, right there and then. She 
brings her handmade paper and a pair of large green scissors. She cuts a square about 
ten centimeters wider on each side of the finished purse, and starts folding. Eventually, 
she needs to glue corners together. She takes old rice from a pot and mashes it with the 
wooden handle of her sickle. She then applies it with a small stick to the paper and 
presses the two sides together, forming a tight bond. She just finished the main 
compartment.  

She now shows us how to make the second-level compartment. There are two of 
these sitting on top of the main compartment, one on each side. She glues them on the 
side so that the first-level compartment is reachable by lifting these top ones to the side.  

The third level is similar to the second and there are two of these sitting on top of 
the second-level compartment. She again glues them on the side, leaving a gap between 
the top and bottom pocket to make them easier to lift up.  

Last, she folds a delightful pocket that can either lie flat or stand up like a cube. 
When folded, sides form four interlocking triangles. There are four of these pockets. 
She glues them at a forty-five degree angle directly on top of the third-level pockets. She 
glues them on the outer edge so that we can easily get to the pocket underneath it.  

“Are these common around here? I have not seen them. Did your father, the 
shaman, teach you?” I ask Wu Yin Niang while she’s working. 

“I once saw someone come to the village and show us how to make the purses. I 
just observed and started doing my own,” she replies. We are impressed, though.  

“And do you also decorate them?” I ask. 
 “No, my sister does.” She means Wu Meng Xi, the sixty-year-old widow who has 

already taught us many things and who can cut embroidery templates. The drawings are 
beautiful, albeit a little shaky, depicting local motifs, mostly flowers, and using a color 
palette similar to the one we see on the women’s embroideries. They draw them with 
colored pencils, the only drawing implement available to the women. The paper is quite 
rough so pencils often skip the lows and brush up on the highs only. They still impress 
us. If only someone could apply them digitally or print them onto surfaces, Dimen’s 
aesthetics could remain vibrant and relevant to younger generations. 
 
 




